Commune with Nature

Commune with Nature

Conjure Volley

5th-level divination (ritual)

5th-level divination (ritual)

5th-level Conjuration

powerful celestials, fey, fiends, elementals, or undead

1 minute

1 action

influence from other planes of existence
Instantaneous

Instantaneous
buildings

Self

For example, you could determine the location of powerful
undead in the area, the location of major sources of safe

V, S

drinking water, and the location of any nearby towns.

150 feet
V, S, M (one piece of ammunition or one throwing
weapon)

You briefly become one with nature and gain knowledge of
the surrounding territory. In the outdoors, the spell gives
you knowledge of the land within 3 miles of you. In caves

You fire a piece of nonmagical ammunition from a ranged
weapon or throw a nonmagical weapon into the air and
choose a point within range. Hundreds of duplicates of the

and other natural underground settings, the radius is limited
to 300 feet. The spell doesn't function where nature has

ammunition or weapon fall in a volley from above and then
disappear. Each creature in a 40-foot-radius, 20-foot-high

been replaced by construction, such as in dungeons and
towns.

cylinder centered on that point must make a Dexterity
saving throw. A creature takes 8d8 damage on a failed
save, or half as much damage on a successful one. The

terrain and bodies of water

damage type is the same as that of the ammunition or
weapon.

prevalent plants, minerals, animals, or peoples

Swift Quiver

Tree Stride

Tree Stride

5th-level transmutation

5th-level conjuration

5th-level conjuration

1 bonus action

1 action

Concentration, up to 1 minute

Concentration, up to 1 minute

Touch

Self

V, S, M (a quiver containing at least one piece of
ammunition)

V, S

You transmute your quiver so it produces an endless
supply of nonmagical ammunition, which seems to leap into
your hand when you reach for it.
On each of your turns until the spell ends, you can use a
bonus action to make two attacks with a weapon that uses
ammunition from the quiver. Each time you make such a
ranged attack, your quiver magically replaces the piece of
ammunition you used with a similar piece of nonmagical
ammunition. Any pieces of ammunition created by this spell
disintegrate when the spell ends. If the quiver leaves your
possession, the spell ends.

You gain the ability to enter a tree and move from inside it
to inside another tree of the same kind within 500 feet. Both
trees must be living and at least the same size as you. You
must use 5 feet of movement to enter a tree. You instantly
know the location of all other trees of the same kind within
500 feet and, as part of the move used to enter the tree,
can either pass into one of those trees or step out of the
tree you're in. You appear in a spot of your choice within 5
feet of the destination tree, using another 5 feet of
movement. If you have no movement left, you appear within
5 feet of the tree you entered.

You can use this transportation ability once per round for
the duration. You must end each turn outside a tree.

